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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The large scale, visually-striking lounge chair, Luno, was designed by, Austrian trio,
EOOS. Its hard, precise outer shell and soft, inviting, wide seat are designed to
allow for a variety of postures -- allowing the user to sink-in and find the most
comfortable position for their needs.
“We believe movement and incorporating various postures is important for
concentration and communication,” says Gernot Bohmann of EOOS. “Movement
can speak as loudly as our words. We lean back when feeling relaxed, or lean in to
show interest. One might curl up tightly or fidget when they feel overwhelmed or
stressed.”
The commanding form and style of Luno is a by-product of the unique design
process employed. Rather than starting with the desired three dimensional object,
the chair was created using only two-dimensional cut pieces. These twodimensional patterns were then folded together to create volume and shape from
tension. The end result is a seamless balance of lines, weight and form.
“The surfaces have all straight lines and curved lines at the same time. It creates a
balance between rational and emotional aspects,” explains Martin Bergmann of
EOOS.
“It’s sophisticated and charming; it’s both provoking and inviting,” says Keilhauer
President, Mike Keilhauer. “Luno captivates your attention.”

Luno chairs are fully upholsterable in any Keilhauer textiles, COL or COM. The

outside back shell and cushioned interiors can be upholstered in different
materials. Models include a high back or low back version offered on a 4-star base
in aluminum or ash-hardwood.
PRODUCT FEATURES
• Optional low and high back
• 4-star base:
o Aluminum: Polished Aluminum or Dark Grey Options
o Ash hardwood: 10 color options
o Walnut wood base available with upcharge
• Outside shell and inside can be upholstered in different materials
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PRODUCT DIMENSIONS
• High back chair: W 36.75” x D 32.5” x H 41.5”
o SH 16”
o AH 23.75”
• Low back chair: W 36.75” x D 32.5” x H 29”
o SH 16”
o AH 23.75”
Performance and Sustainability
As with all Keilhauer furniture, Luno is built from the highest quality materials, are designed and manufactured
to last for many years, and are supported by Keilhauer’s standard 10-year warranty. Luno is expected to carry
BIFMA level® 2 and SCS Global Services certification for Indoor Air Quality at the Indoor Advantage Gold level.
It is manufactured in facilities that produce zero waste to landfill, and offset 100 per cent of electricity use with
renewable energy credits.
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About Keilhauer
Founded in 1981, Keilhauer is a privately owned, design focused contract furniture manufacturer. Keilhauer
manufactures seating and tables for all the areas of the organization where there is an exchange of ideas.
Keilhauer products are thoughtfully made to support communication and engagement in “Heads Up” spaces,
such as meeting rooms, collaboration areas, lobbies and lunchrooms. Working with world-renowned furniture
designers, Keilhauer is internationally recognized for award-winning design, built with extreme craftsmanship,
to the highest environmental standards. The company is headquartered in Toronto, Ontario. For more
information, please visit Keilhauer.com.
About EOOS
EOOS is Gernot Bohmann, Martin Bergmann, and Harald Gründl who studied design together at the Academy
of Applied Arts in Vienna. In 1990, they started their first collaboration and founded EOOS in 1995. They live in
Vienna and work in the fields of product, furniture and architectural design. EOOS is named after one of the
four sun horses of Greek mythology and stands for their programmatic approach to the field of design.
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